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General Comments
The examination consisted of two sections. Section A contained two compulsory questions, question 1 for 35
marks and question 2 for 25 marks. Section B comprised three further questions of 20 marks each, and
candidates were required to answer any two questions.

The general standard of answers was satisfactory and there was little evidence of time pressure.

In most cases presentation was good, although poor handwriting was a feature of a small number of scripts
which were consequently very difficult to award marks to.

Candidates were unsuccessful due to:

• Omission of syllabus topics from their revision:
– Transfer of a non-current asset from one group company to trading inventory in another group

company.
– Share for undertaking reorganisations
– Entrepreneur’s relief.

• Errors/ inadequate knowledge of the basics:
– Termination payments
– VAT on property basics
– Chargeable assets for CGT (don’t include cattle and sheep)
– Bonus share issues
– The part disposal formula
– Use of development land losses for CGT.

Specific comments

Section A

Question One
This 35 mark question covered the territorial rules and remittance basis for income tax (IT) and capital gains tax
(CGT), termination payments, the various taxation implications of the purchase of premises together with
associated funding options and the tax implications of the death of a business partner.

Many candidates were well prepared on these topics and achieved a good mark on this question.

The main areas of difficulty for the various parts of the question were as follows:

(ii) In relation to the sale of shares in Harvest plc at a loss, a number of candidates applied CGT to the sales
proceeds remitted (not recognising that a loss is not taxable).

Many candidates did not recognise that a mixed fund was created once the proceeds from the sale of the
shares were lodged to the foreign bank account which already held rental income. As a result the correct
treatment was not applied, in particular to the credit card remittances.
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(iii) Many candidates did not mention that the redundancy and pension elements of the package were not
taxable. Surprisingly some errors were made in the determination of average salary for SCSB purposes.

(iv) A number of candidates were unsure as to whether a claim could be made in the first place for the full
100% VAT or only 75% VAT on the acquisition of the premises. A number of candidates incorrectly
stated that the VAT on conversion of the apartment could be reclaimed. As a result the overall cost of the
premises was either under or over stated and this had implications for the funding options. Also, many
candidates overlooked the capital goods scheme implications.

(v) Some candidates while recognising the ‘free use of money’ gift’, aggregated the five years annual value and
only allowed one small gifts exemption.

(vi) Some candidates valued Kate’s inheritance at 100% of the value of the assets and not just Neil’s 50%
interest. Many candidates did not mention the dwelling house relief.

Four professional marks were available and in general candidates scored well here.

Question Two
This 25 mark question examined the holding company (participation) exemption, the various taxation
implications of the inter-group transfer and subsequent sale of a property, the transfer of a property from non-
current assets to trading inventory and the various taxation implications of purchasing the shares or assets of a
company.

Part (a) was generally answered well. The majority of candidates recognised the holding company exemption
although there was some confusion regarding some of the conditions, which prevented many candidates from
maximising their marks.

In part (b) the majority of candidates did not recognise the transfer of the property from non-current assets to
inventory and the implications of this. They therefore overlooked that the sale of the transferred property by Dry
Ltd was a trading transaction, and that the company had two options available. The 25% corporation tax rate
was generally overlooked.

Most candidates recognised the existence of a CGT group and scored marks for applying the group relief and
clawback provisions. The stamp duty and VAT elements were also answered adequately.

In part (c) the issues to consider on whether to purchase shares or assets were dealt with well, with the
exception of VAT on the sale of the hotel premises. Many candidates did not recognise the application of the
transfer of business (TOB) relief. It was also disappointing that a large number of candidates did not recognise
that the hotel would be leased, which is a VAT exempt activity for which VAT could not be reclaimed, and that
further consideration was required regarding an election to charge VAT on the rents.

Question Three

This optional question examined the taxation of:

(a) A share for undertaking reorganisation (10 marks):

(b) The surrender of research and development (R&D) credits (6 marks), and:

(c) The comparison of pension scheme investments to the employment and investment incentive scheme

(EIIS) (4 marks).
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This question was avoided by the majority of candidates. Of the candidates who did answer this question, parts

(b) and (c) were generally answered well. Answers to part (a) generally demonstrated a lack of technical

knowledge, which is probably why most candidates avoided this question. The main issues were:

(a) Quite a number of candidates suggested at the outset that a holding company should be formed and dealt
with the implications of this. Whilst some marks were awarded for this suggestion, it was not what was
required and therefore marks were lost. A number of candidates did not recognise the part disposal of Don
& Julies shares in Rye Ltd.

(b) The R & D relief for key employees was reasonably well dealt with although the application of the ‘23%
rule’ caused some confusion, particularly with regard to the carry forward of the excess relief from 2016.

Question Four
This question dealt with the various taxation aspects of an inter-generational transfer of agricultural property and
cash. It was attempted by almost all candidates and the capital acquisitions tax requirements were answered
well, showing evidence of good preparation by candidates. Some difficulties arose in the following areas:

(a) A majority of candidates deemed the total value of the assets transferred to be the deemed proceeds for

CGT purposes, failing to recognise that cattle and sheep are not chargeable assets. Many candidates did

not correctly perform the marginal relief calculation for retirement relief.

(b) While the claw back of agricultural relief was mentioned by most candidates, calculations were not carried

out and where they were, they were not restricted to 90%, nor was the CGT offset apportioned.

Question Five
This question examined the CGT and VAT implications of selling various assets, together with the business VAT
implications of certain international transactions. It was attempted by most candidates. The VAT implications of
the various transactions in part (b) were largely dealt with well and it was clear that candidates either knew the
implications of foreign trade transactions or not. Some difficulties arose in the following areas:

(a) In relation to disposal (1) a number of candidates did not aggregate the bonus shares with the original
shares acquired. For disposal (2) many candidates did not apply the part disposal formula correctly and
many incorrectly suggested that the loss on the development land was ring-fenced and could not be
utilised against a “non-development” gain, whereas the opposite is the case.

(c) Most candidates stated the retirement relief was not available, and simply suggested the taxpayer should
postpone the sale. However a minority of candidates correctly recognised the availability of entrepreneur’s
relief.


